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Absiract M社nyregular phenom日naare found throug-:h th巴lifehistory of plant日目It
canεasily児 irnaginedtha"i: reg:ul日rphenornem.! support th日lifeof a plant. What kind 
of reguls.r phenorn日nado己sthe individual p!ant liv日by?Which r巴gubrphεnonlena are 
1¥'1 cornrnon日lnungrηany individu主 J¥ndi.n ¥iVhilt kind of plants are such regolar 
phenOD.l.enz. fou日d? It Shml!d b巴 th♀ ini6.a1 step of syst日了naticstudy to disCuver th日
race's intent on hO~N thεrace !nakes it詰lifeand which c1irection the filCe follows. 
With th:s end in vievv， itbecom巴sn己cessaryto lnake clear TwJ1.at 80rt of phenomena 
and charactεristics are in COmn10n alTIOng the species belonging to the identical genus) 
family， and mcler. 
Isn't it reasonabl巴 to think UJ.at th在日日 regular phenomen乳 and the charadεristics 
which a:re il com.mon 3JT1ong thεidentlcal genus and fanul:y aγe lTIOre essentIaJ 
characteristics? Until now the cross sections of f:he stem in many species have been 
considel日din order to eihow 30m己 coordinationseen among the int告riorstructures of 
the呂日m日tophyt告. In this papεinner stTuctUI'eiJf the stem in fifty-six specie可 of
lsobryales is conskl門"ed
F、urtherH10γεフinthj.s paper the process of s己gmentadonis divided into fo1.r p日riods
of cel division， which are in accon:lance with the order of celI division as KAWAI (1974) 
sugg吃st号d(Tab. ;0，). The first-divi.si.on period is for the forming of the segmentsぅ the
period in 'Vvhich the organs ar官 formed，is callεd the second-divisiol1 period，呂nd1:he 
p日riodin which tissu号safe forrnedJ is ιall日dthe third-division period. The p日riodin 
which tissues旦reaUai口edful growth， isc，u!ed th色fcrth-diγisionperiod. M呂nyof th巴
anatomical charact日risticshith色rtoobserved， which are clos日!yconnected with' the 
cu tting a t th日色荘r!y-stageof the ontog日口 seernsto show high rεgularity， especially‘ 
IH， KV YK-types， 0， P， Q.・types，L， l¥I!， N-typ巳sanc1 札 S-types.One of the important 
cha.ractεristics conc己mingthe IU， XV， VI-types， was clividのdinto six typ日sby KAWAI 
et IKEDA (1970)， but the divisioli 1ηay call for a partial revision with rerer日liceto the 
research Gata of HEBANT (1973， 1974， 1976， 191'1) and KAWAI (197n 
1Ne considered tl1εcross sectjons o:f th己 stemof theεighteen famili己shitherto 
obs日日0，丘口仁!out of th日sk邑tches80 :fax rnade public， "we a130 considered the sk邑tches
of sev己nteen:farl1i1ies， where 号 couldroughly s三enmεof01.1' characteristics 
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As discussed above， inmany genera， families，日ndord日rSj the sterns of the species 
belonging to an identical genus， family， and order， show comη10n anatomical 
characleristics concerning HL IV， 'l{l[-types， 0， P， 'Q-typεs， 1L， M， N-types， R， S-types， 
and T， U四types.Through research into thεcoordination of anatomical charelcteristics 
and ontog巴nyof the stem， we should like to d;scover in the futur・日 the essential 
chc，racteristics， and carry out research on systematic studies in conforrnity vath 
思58巴ntialchelracteristics。
lrCl': r od wcti.o ru 
lt should be thεinitial step of systematic to view thεlife history of the 
in evεry 立 ord巴rto discover th号essεntialcoorにIination in its 
mode of life. Firs1: of the distinction between tissues in the n:ature SteiTiS should be 
roughly aiong vvith the observation of oe 111司nneror di vision in thεapical cell. 
Then， we might with greater ease be able toγ，ake cJear iche growing process frorn its 
initial to the grown tissue， If the dis¥:inc'cion bet'ween. tissues that have 
attained fulJ growth is not understood， h is very elificult to make clear hovv a 
Into a mature tlssue， 
Cross記 ctionsof the stem i1':. some species of Fissidentaceaeフ Grimmiacea乙 Thui-
diaceae， Entodontaceaふ払 Dicnmacea民 Hypnaceaeand Poly-
have been studi吋 inorder to find some coordination b rhe interior structures 
of the反ameto1Jl:vte， Fuャthermore‘frornthe sketches madε つublicup to trle present，we 
studied those of Bartramiaceae (lVIATTERI 
Hookeriaceae U'l[ATTERl ancl Pottiaceae and ten of 01.1': demarcations 
have been 
w月Wha瓜ts叩Oì~ぱt 0吋f3n凹la土t切on1立叫討i比calchaωract白e白町r百iぬstiほc白ss乱hω肌O仇1叫1ιld
For this problem， we beHeve it is nec日ssaryto observe the interior structc:res of 
and consider the of閃 cb'cIss1.e in the stem. The paper 01 tue 
hadrom H止BANT is very useful for this on the origin of each tissue. He 
states， "Theof the central stranc! from thδmost central part of the 
segments which are cut off from the cell. The of thョlovverpart of 
the segment is a characteristic of mosses with 
strands園 After a short hovvever， the ruture stop their 
is cIlaracterized great and notable 
These phenomena arεrelated t'O an imoortanf chansa in their vacuolar 
systems. 1n the aeriai 
mosses having an axial a1l ':he cells of thεmost internal part of each 
segment differentiate into 1n certaIn cases， one part of these 
cells diffεrentiates into t.be others elements with character悩i:csof pョren-
1n mature stems， these cells exbibit thickened and are therefore. 
called stereids." 
Cell walls of the central tissue are thicker as thick or thin日記T
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(Q-type) than those of the internal cortex; cells of the central tissue are larger (L-type)， 
as large (M-type) or smaller (N-type) than those of the internal cortex; cells of the 
central tissue are parenchymatous (R-type) or not (S-type)， and these three so far 
observed may be characteristics of the hadrom. 
H白ANT(1973) describes the leptom as follows: "With the light microscope， the 
young leptoids can easily be recognized due to their precocious elongation， and to the 
important development of their nucleus and nucleolus. The origin of the leptoids in the 
cells derive from the upper part of the initial of the central tissue， which is delimited 
by the first division of the segment. These cels of conducting parenchyma form the 
junction between the 'Deuters' of the leaf traces and the typical leptoids of the central 
system. Together the leptoids and the cells of conducting parenchyma constitute， atthe 
periphery of the axial strand of hydroids， a continuous network through the apertures of 
which run the hydroids of the leaf traces." 
The leptom (cels of the leptoid element) in the species of Polytrichales may 
correspond to the internal cortex in Climacium， and the hadrom may be equivalent to 
what we call the central tissue. Essntial characteristics may be found after the 
relationship of the anatomical characteristics is considered， and the coordination of the 
internal structures used in the classification system is surveyed. 
The Significance of EssentiaI Characteristics in Systematic Studies 
Ma"ny regular phenomena are found in the life cycle of the plant. It may be easily 
imagined that the regular phenomena support the life of the plant. What kind of regular 
phenomena does the individual plant live by? Which regular phenomena are in common 
with many individual plants? And in what kind of plants are such regular phenomena 
found? 
It should be the initial step of systematic study to discover the race's intent， that is; 
-how the race makes the life and， which direction the race causes it to flow. With this 
end in view it becomes necessary to make clear what sort of . phenomena are in common 
among the species belonging to the same genus， family， and identical order. Among 
some observed phenomena and characteristics， we find that some are not in common 
concerning the identical genus or family. However， inothers there is found a coor-
dination among the identical genus or family. Can't it be thought that these regular 
phenomena and characteristics in common among the identical genus or family are the 
more essential characteristics， and that these essential characteristics support the life of 
the plant? 
TaxonQmy should be studied in order to discern the life of the plant. The very 
foundation of the race may be reflected in the mirror of the essential characteristics. In 
this sense， itis thought that the essential characteristics are vitally important related 
to taxonomic study. 
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Materualls anrl Jl/i:etih.odls 
The rnaterials used for this research were of of mosses 
col!ected in Japan. AH the studied were c1eposited in the Moss }王位bariumof 
Kanazawa 
Fontinalaceae - CARD.: Shigo. Fontinalis 
HARTM. : N iigata 
Hedwigiaceae - ciliata EHRH. : Kumamoto 
Leucodontaceae -うonica LAC.: Tokushima 
Leucodon exaUαtzβC MUELL.. Shimane Kurnamoto 





BROTH. : Aichi 
Duthiella wαllichii .)じ IV'[UEL.: 
Kumamoto bicolor REIN'，九人 et HORNSCH.: Kumamoto 
hu明 iHsL!NDB.: 
Pterobryaceae l(tOOí~eri ，) BJROTH.: I{U~18J11心to





D02. et JVloLK: 
Barbella eηervzs 
1ヨ:arbella
o et lVhTT固)FL.: 
FL.: Saitama 
yetrorsurn FL.: 1¥J ara l'C'loribundaria 作品unda et 
Mou王。}FL : Kurnamoto Floribundaria aurea BROTl-l. Ssp. うonica(NoG.) 
NOG. :明 iN .Floribund，ιna 幻da .FL.: 
E玉、lmamoto Kumamoto り'sis reclina~~αFL: Formosa 
Meteorium oucha1iょ3刀i BROTI-L ssp. helminthocよadulum
NOG.: Iwate S呂itama i1leteorium buchaηαnu (BRiD.) BROTH. var. 
N OG.: 1¥1ie Meteorium FL : 
Kumamoto Pseudo伽rbellaattenuata et NOG.: Koochi 
Mie 丹eudobarbellalevieri et NOG. : Kum日nnoto :Nara 。
Neckeraceae -BissetiaηαBROTE.: Tokushima 
Duc et P. V ARD. : I wate Kumamoto Saitaru3 (37523)， 
Saitama 汗omaliodendron scalμfめらliUJltl
Kumamoto NeCl~era borealis NOG.: Hokkaidoo 町 Hokkaidoo
Neckera CARD.. Tokushima Kumamoto (35096)， Neckera humilis 
MlTT.: Ishikawa I、!eckeramuratae NOG.: 
Neoiera卸ηnataHED1N.: T¥{amanashi (3'1432). 1¥Teckera tJu:sila IVLITT.: Shimane 
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1'>/正'ckerayezoana BESCH.: Hokkaidoo 
司 ]¥lqc/?;et'o戸sisnitidula FL.: Shizuoka 
1九1akayama Kumamoto 
BROTl-!.: Kumamoto Kumamoto 
.i ]¥JlEUWL.圃 Hokkaidoo





NOG凹 et Kumamoto 
BROTH.: Tokushima 
Doliどhmnitra
!sothecurtl1 EROTH. : 
(EROTH. et N OGωMiyazaki 
The harcl mosses were boiled in water for about an hour in order to pf巴V己ntthe 
soft tissue frorn The inn日rstructur・eof the stem was studied from transverse 
をとctions a thickness of five microns. Gentian violct and acid fuchsin combina-
tions were used for stainin佼 anatomical
Obs記rvatil.mand DIsむUSSEcm
1. Ob"erてraHonof the anatmnicaI把IlaracterIstiむ自 ()fth昭13tl:'l.nin IsoIlJiC'yales 
Cross sections of the stem in many have been studiεd in order to find some 
coordination among the interior structures of the gametophyte. In this paper， the inner 
structures of the steri1 in species o:f 2 
Neckeraceae， 18 Lembophyllaceae， 6 species; Hedwigiaceae， 
4 6 Meteoriaceae， 14 species; 
Trachypodiaceae， 5 species) was ooservεd Table 1i. 
In al the fami!ies dealt with in this paper， the stems of each family， with the 
of Trachvpodiacεae (only Duthiella has the stem of show a same 
type of interior differentiation. the stems of F ontinaIaceae， 
Ptero bryaceae. N思ckeraceae， HedVlIIgiaceae， Leucodontaceae， 
Meteoriaceae， and Trachypocliaceae s110w a differentiation of tissues 
into an epidεrmis， external cortex， internal cortex， and a central tissue (nI~"type). 1n 
the stems of Climaciaceae， Fontinalaceae， N eckeraceae， Lembophyllaceae， HedもiVl-
and Trachypodiaceae Tr.αchvtJus l.the cel 
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Tabo 1 Anatomical characteristics of the stems in fifty-six species of Isobryales 
Number of the figures in the Plate 
Cells of the centra!. tiss出 ar邑 parenchymatous(R.typ日)01' not 
Cells of the句 idermal!ayer 品目 parenchymatou呂
Epidermal cell walls are ihick巴 (G-type)，
than those of the exte苫nalcortex 
Number of the cell layers of the external cortex i8 1，4 cell lay色rs
or 407 cell lay巴:rs
Numbel' 01 the cell layers of the internal cortex is ト4cell 
layers (A-type) 01' 4-13 cell layers 
Fontinalis hy，μ~oides HARTM. * 1(1-2) C X 日 U R M P E 1I-1 Fontinalis hyp判oidesHARTM. * lC1-2)C X H U R M P E 1I -2 Fonfinalis hy，μ~oides HARTM. * lC1-2)C X H U R M P E 1I-3 Fontinalis hy，ρ'noides HARTM. * 2(1-3)C X 日 U R M P E 1I-4 Fontinalis hypnoides HARTM. * lC1-2)C X H U R M P E 1I-5 F仰 finalishy，か量oidesHARTM. * 主~旦 X H U R M P E 1I -6 Hed:ωigia ciliafa (HEDW・)厄HRH. 2(2-4)A 3L( 3-4〉C X I U S M P E ]I-1 
Hedwigia ciliafa (HEDW.) EHRH. 2(2-4)A 3-4)C X I U S b在 P E ]I-2 
Hedwigia ciliata (HEDW.) EHRH. 3(3-5)A 3(3-3)C X I U S M P E ]I-3 
Hedwigia ciliata (HEDW.) EHRH. 3(3-5)A 3(3-4)C X I U S M P E ]I-4 
Hedwigia ciliafa (HEDW.) EHRH. 3(3-4)A 3(3-4) C X I U S M P E ]I-5 
Hedwigiaciliata (HEDW.) EHRH. 3(3-6)A ~~:nC X I U S M P E ]I-6 
Dozya jatonica LAC. 6(6-7)B 4(4-5)D w I U S 間jP 班 IV-1 Dozya japonica LAC. 6(6-8)B 4(3-5)D w I U S P E IV-2 
Dozya japonica LAC. 6(6-7)B 5(4-5)D w I U S 器P E IV-3 Dozya jaρonica LAC. 6(5-6)B 4(4-4)D w I U S P E IV-4 Dozya japonica LAC. 6(6-6)B 4(4-4)D w I U S P E IV-5 Dozya jゆonicaLAC. 6(5-7)B 4(4-5)D w I U S P E IV-6 
Leucodon exaltatus C. MUEI.L. 7C6-7)B 3L( 3-4)C w E U S 
M M M M NN) ) ) 
P 直 V-1 
Leucodon exaltatus C. MUELL. 7(6-8)B 3-4)C w H U S P 直 V-2 
Leucodon exaltatus C. MUELL. 6(5-6)B 3(3-4)C WCV) 日 U S P 班 V-3 
Leucodon exaltatus C. MUELL. 6(6-7)B 2(2-3)C w(x) 日 U S P E V-4 
Leucodon exaltatus C. MUELL. 6(6-7)B 3(3-4)C WW((XX ) H U S P E V-5 Leucodon exaltafus C. MUELL. 6(6-7)B :tC3=4)C H U S M(N P E V-6 
Leucodo掘削guchiiIWATS. * 衣4(証4-5)D X H U S M P E VI-1 Leucodon 削 guchiiIWATS. * 一5)DX 日 U S M P E VI-2 Leucod抑制guchiiIWATS. * 4(4-4)D X H U S M P E VI-3 Lencodon noguchii IWATS. * 4(4-5)D X H U S M P 直 VI-4 Leucodon noguchii IWATS. * 4(4-5)D X H U S M P E VI-5 Leucodon noguchii IWATS. 副幹 4(企必豆 X H U S M P E VI-6 
Leucodon saρμrensis BESCH. 6(5-8)B 45Lf 3-4)C X H U S 
総轄
P E 四一1
Leucodon s砂押rensisBESCH. 6(6“8)B 3-4)C X H U S P E Vl-2 
Leucodon saft，βorensis BESCH. 7(7-8)B 3(3-4)C X H U S P E Vl-3 
L側'codonsaゑ仰rensisBESCH. 6(5""'7)B 4(3-4)C X 日 U S P E Vl-4 
Leucodon saft，ρorensis BESCH. 7(7-9)B 3(3-4)C x H U S P E Vl-5 
Leucod，側 saft，ρorensisBESCH. 6(5-6) B 4(3-4)C X H U S P E Vl-6 















Caかρtotheciumurvilleanum (C. MUELL.) BROTH. 5(5-6) B 4(3-5)C X 日H(G) U I S M P 直 XVJII-1 
Calyρω幼eciumurvilleanum (C. MUELL.) BROTH. 5(5-6)B 4(3-4)C X(W) U I S M P E XVJII-2 
Calyptothecium urvilleanuue (C. MUELL.) BROTH. 5(5-6)B 4(4-5)C X H U I S M P E XVJII-3 
Calyptothecium urvilleanum (C. MUELL.) B宜OTH. 5(5-6)B 4(3-5) C X H U I S M P ][ XlX-1 
Calyptothecium urvilleanum (C. MUELL.) BROTH. 6(5-6)B 3(3-4)C X H U I S M P 班 XlX-2 
Calyρtothecium urvillea帽um(C.MUELL.) BROTH. 6(6-8)B 3(3-4)C X E U I S M P E XlX-3 
Myurio"ρsis sinica (MITT.) NOG. 6(6-7) B 3(3-4)C X H U S 
選璃
P E XX-1 
Myuriopsis sinica (MITT.) NOG. 6(5-6) B 3(3-4)C X H U S P E XX-2 
Aめluriopsissini・ca(MITT.) NOG. 6(5-7)B 4(3-4)C X H U S P E XX-3 
1ゐluriopsissinica (MITT.) NOG. 5(5-6)B 4(4-5)D X H U S P E XXI-1 
Myurio.ρsis sinica (MITT.) NOG. 6(5-7)B 3(3-4)C X H U S P E X}証一2
1めluriopsissi珂ica(MITT.) NOG. 6(5-7)B 3124jc X H U S P E XXI-3 
Myurium assimile (BROTH.) SEKI 20-3)A 2(2-3) C X I U S M P E XXf-1 
Myurium assimile (BROTH.) SEKI 2(2-4)A 2(2-3)C X I U S M P ][ XXf-2 
Myurium assimile (BROTH.) SEKI 3(2-3)A 2(2-3)C 支所7I U S M P E XXf-3 
地luriumassimile (BROTH.) SEKI 3(2-4)A 2(2-3)C X E U S M P E XXf-4 
Myurium assimile (BROTH.) SEKI 3(2-3)A 2(2-3) C X(W) I U S M P E XXf-5 
Myurium assimile (13ROTH.) SEKI 2(1-~)A 2(2-3)C X I U S M P E XXf-6 
Myurium fragile (CARD・)BROTH. 4(4-5)B 3E (3-4)C 空wLEi I U S M P 直 XX][-l 
Myurium fragile (CARD.) BROTH. 2(2-3)A 2-3)C I U S M P E XX][-2 I 
Myurium fragile (CARD.) BROTH. 2(1-3)A 2(2-3)C W(X) I U s M P 直 XX][-3 I 
Myuグiumfragile (CA茸D・)BROTH. 2(2-3)A 2(2-3)C w I U S M P E XX][-4 
Myurium fragile (CARD.) BROTH. 2(2-35〉〕AB 2(1-2)C WW夜(X) I U S M P ][ XX][-5 
1めluriumfragile (CARD.) BROTH. 4(4 3(3-3)C I U S M P 直 X X][-6 
Pterobηum arhuscula MITT. 4(4-5)B 4(4-5)D X I 
i L仁E子
M P E XXN-1 
Pterobryum arbuscula MITT. 4(4-5) B 5(4-5)D X I M P E XXN-2 
Pterobryum arhuscula MITT. 4(4-5)B 5(5…5)D X I M P ][ XXN-3 
Pterobryum arbuscula MITT. 4(4-5)B 4(4-5)D x I M P E XXV-1 
Pterobryum arbuscula MITT. 4(4-5)B 5(5-6)D X 
uill 
M P E XXV-2 
Pterobryum arhuscula MITT. 5(4-6)B 5(4-6)D X M P E XXV-3 
A.erobryum speciosum Doz. et MOLK. 6(5-7)B 4(4-5)D X I U R N Q E XXVI-1 
Aerobryu1冊 sρeciosumDoz. et MOLK. 4(3-5)B 4(4-5)D X I UIR N Q E XXVI-2 
Aerobryum speciosum Doz. et MOLK. 5(5-6)B 4(4-5)D X I U I R N 
2 圭 E XXVI-3 Aerobryum speciosum Doz. et MOLK. 5(4-7) B 4(4-5)D X 1 (H) U I R N E XXVI-4 
Aerobryum speciosum Doz. et MOLK. 4(4-5)B 4(4-5)D X I U I R N E XXW-1 
Aerobryum speciosum Doz. et MOLK. 3(2-4)A 4(4-5)D X I 一石-I-R-N E XXW-2 
Harbella flagellifera (CARD・)NOG. 2(2-3)A 2(1-3)C X (W〉I U R M イ王ト
班 XXW-3 
Biu.bella flagellifera (CARD.) NOG. 2(2-3)A 2(1-2)C U R M E XXW-4 
Barbella flagellifera (CARD.) NOG. 2(1-2)A 2(1-2)C ミ(W)長怠 U R M 直 XXW-5 Barbella flagellifera (CARD.) NOG. 2(1-2)A 2(2-3)C U R M E XXW-6 
fiiirbella flagellifera (CARD.) NOG. 2(1-2)A 2(1-2)C X(W)II (H) U R M E XXWI-1 



















Neckera yezoana BESCH. 5(5-7)B 4(3-5)D X I U S M P E L V-3 
Neckera yezoana BESCH. 6(6-7) B 4(4-4)D X 
lIi(EHJ ) ) 
U S M P E L V-4 
Neckera yezoana BESCH. 7(6-9)B 5(4-46)D  X U S M P E L VI-1 Neckera yezoana BESCH. 7(7-10)B X U S M P E L VI-2 
Neckera yezoana BESCH. 7(7-9)B 5(44-5)D  X IH U S M IP E L VI-3 Neckera yezoana BESCH. 8(8-10)B X I U S M IP E L VH-1 
JVeckerepsss calcscola NOo G. 5(4-7)B 4(4-5)D w I U I S tl仁貰 L羽句2Neckeroρsis calcicola NOG. 4(3-5)B 3(3-4)C w I U I S E L VH-3 Neckeroρsis calcicola NOG. '4(3-4)A 3(3-4)C w I U I S E L VH-4 Neckeroρsis calcicola NOG. 4(4-5)B 3(3-4) C w I U I S E L VH-5 Neckeroρ'sis calcicola NOG. 5(5-6)B 3(43-45)D C 翌笠2I E L¥lI-1 Neckeroρsis calcicola NOG. 4(3-4)A 4( X I E LV置す
Neckeroρ'sis nitidula (MITT.) FL. 4(3-6)B 4(4-4)D X I U S M P E L¥lI-3 
Neckeroρsis nitidula (MITT.) FL. 4(3-6)B 45(4-5)D  主壁2I U S 乱4 P E L¥lI-4 Neckeroρ'sis nitidula (MITT.) FL. 4(3-6)B X I U S M P E L¥lI-5 
Neckeroρsis nitidula (MITT.) FL. 4(4-5)B 5(5…5)D X I U S M P 班 L羽一6
Neckeroρsis nitidula (MITT.) FL. 4(3-5)B 4区(E4-5旦)1D2 茎X工〈翌w) I U S M P E LlX-1 Neckeropsis nitidula (MITT.) FL. 5(4-5) B I U S M P 直 LlX-2 
Neckeroρsis obtusata (MONT.) FL. 4(4-5)B 4(3目4否)C X I U S M Ep L旦i E LlX-3 
Neckeropsis obtusata (MONT.) FL. 4(3-5)B 3(3-4)C X I U S M E LlX-4 
Neckeroρsis obtusata (MONT.) FL. 5(4-6) B 4(3-4)C X(w) I U S M P 直 LlX-5 
Neckeroρsis obtusata (MONT.) FL. 5(4-5) B 4(3-4)C x I U S M P E LlX-6 
N eckaropsis obtusata (MONT.) FL. 5(4-6) B 4(4-4)C X I U S 
M玩RfN7〕P E LX-1 Neckeroρsis obtusata (MONT.) FL. 4(4-6)B 4(4-4)C X(w I U S P E LX-2 
Pinnafella makinoi ¥，BIU>TH.) BROTH. 4(3-4)A 5(5-5)D X I U S おf P 直 LX-3 
Pinnatella makinoi (BROTH.) BROTH. 6(4-6)B 5(4-5)D X(w) I U S M P E LX-4 
Pinnatella makinoi (BROTH.) BRO-TH. 4(3-6)B 5(5-5)D X I U S M P E LX-5 
Pinnatella makinoi (BROTH. )BROTH. 5(4-6) B 5(5-6)D X I U S M P E LX-6 
Pinnatella makinoi (BROTH.) BROTH. 4(3-6)B 5(5-5)D X I U S M P E L刃向1
Pinnatella makinoi (BROTH. Y-BROTH. 4(3-6)B 4(4-5)D X I U S可証 P E LXI-2 
That1宮:nobryumalo.ρecurum (HEDW.) NIEuwL. 8(7-9)B 65(5子-6訂jED vw I U S M P E L)畳一3ThamnobrYU1帽 aloρecuru抑留 (HEDW.)NIEUWL. 7(7-9)B w(X) 1 (H) U S M P E LXI-4 
Tha~胸obryum alopecurum (HEDW・)NIEUWL. 7(6-8)B 5(5-5)D w I U S M P E L X[-1 
Tham:nobryum alo，ρecurum (HEDW.) NIEUWL. 7(6-8)B 5(5-6)〉D w I U S 玩夜7P E L斑[-2
Tham1ωbryum alopecurum (HEDW.) NIEUWL. 7(6-8)B 4(4-5 W夜7I U S 
M盟岱(N2〉
P E Lx[-3 
Tham:nobryum alopecurum (HEDW.) NIEUWL. 7(6-8)B 4(4玉mw I U S P E L X][-l 
Tham:nobryumρlicatulum (LAC.) IWATS. 7(7-8)B 3(誌cEV LEJ H U S 議P (O) 
E LX][-2 
That1例obryumplicatulum (LAC.) IWATS. 7(7-8)B 3(3-4)C H U S E LX][-3 
That1例obryumρlicatulum(LAC.) IWATS. 8(6-9)B 3(3-4)C V H U S FP百(O77〉 E LXIV-1 Tham:nobryumρlicatulum (LAC.) IWATS. 9(8-10)B 4(3-4)C V 
百EH百百(I7 ) 
U S E LXIV-2 
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waJ:s cf the central tissue are thick as th08色 oftl1εint日rna:cortex but the 
sterns of IVleteoriaceae and Trachypodiaceae show a Q-type (the cεn 
walls of tbe cεntral tis8ueョrethinner than thiコS色。fthe internal 
(only 
of the :ntemal cortex 
I-Ied'Nigiaceae~ 1εucodontaceae， 
havョ εstexD，S.
centraI ljS1巴 ofthe stem 18 。
There is in comn:O?1 D.mong the cnaracteristics of the interior sl:ruc~urεof 
the "tem in the to the identical (5四 To，ble In 
the stems of the 8pεcies ;:;Ixe of the identica! of HI-P-I川1¥1トヨー U-H-X;in 
nトP~l'\Ii叫U-H-X; in IH-P，~ByI-S-U; ロ Lembむ
III-]3~~lllJIi( t'Jト in IH-P-IW-d-U-ト in L日~Cむdo日tacea占eヲ HFP-刷
トS-U;in 佼 ieiru-p-TI!固 S-U;in H!-Q-武田U」E;andirl 
IH-P-M-8-融Uor l'(I~Q-:N~R".ìJ幽
1-¥8 stated aboveゎs.urfでerεぽubritvcan be se日narr:ong the anat'コmicalcharacter:stics 
(0 ti1ε id一色ntical excerA Trachypodiaceae園
From thεse th尽日matomicalcharecteristics mentioned that the tYIJC of 
i日nεrdiffer在日tioJionof the stem 
wall8 of the cεntral tiS8UC ，md of the internaI co[i:ex of the 
size of the cells of the cεntro:J. tissue and i:hat of the cells oI tl':e ポernalcortex 
and N-t'mesl: and the thickness of the ceH '月mUsof the central tissue 
appear to be very III 主ninvestigation of the essential characteristics. 
ILWhat SOl't 心fanatomIcal <thai"!icterl1stlrcs shouJd h日taR{!8nilp ful" 
Exa.minatkm :[Jf the岡田entlialicK1aracte!.'貯ftihie interRor stnH:OUU!8 1'8出l.dting'frm.l! 
ti!e pJroreess ()f ，c1iγi@i⑪11 in the eeH 0: the stem 
1n Clin1Ccium， the ontogeny of the apex oI the stern Vifa8 in¥ほstigated，and the 
proc部 ofcel division of the cel Vl8.S clarified Thεre are di-
fferent 羽田18ofコwto deal 'Nith the Qf the apical ce:I of the stem固 1nthis 
pa伊 rthεprocess of is dIvirled into severa1 periods of cεli division. which 
con包elatewith the order of cell divisiι川 asKAWAI (1974) suggested. A series of cel 
divisions in each period are simplifiec'i， and [:h日ontつgenyof the stem ape又 isInvestigated 
in relation to the mocles of the cel divisioilo 
The period in which a lar悶 aDicalcelJ cel) 13 situated on lhe 
end of the stem and separate活thesegmeni:s， iscaHed the first-divisior: The ~~n 
Taぉ.2 Affinity regarding the anatomical characteristics of the stem in fifty-eight species of Isobryales 
Family Species BI I AII-b I AII・a BII Type 
P lαimacium抑制ゐs B D X li堕2 U S P E Climaciaceae Climacium jaβonicum B C X H U S P E N(M) 
Fontinalaceae FontinaUs hy.ρnoides * C X H U R M P E Dichelima ja抑制、 * D X H U S M P E Homaliade伊加stargionianus A C X H U S M P E 
Bissetia lingulata B C X G U S M P E 
Hωnaliodendron scalPellifolium B D X I U S M P E 
Neckeroρsis nitidula B D X I U S M P E 
Neckeroρsis obtusafa B C X I U S M P E 
Neckeropsis calcicola B C w I U S M P E 
Neckera boreaUs B D X I U S M P E 
Neckera jlexiramea B D X I U S M P E 
Neckeraceae Neckera加milis B D X I U S M P E Neckera n儲rafae B D X I U S M P 直
Neckeraρennata E B D X I U S M P 
Neckera pusilla B D X I U S M P E 
Neckera yezoana B D X 1 (H) U S M P E 
Pinnatella makinoi B D X I U S M P 班
Thamnobryum alopecurum B D w I U S M P 直
Thamnobryum sandei v. cy州 folium A C X I U S h在 P E 
Than伽obryumsandei B D X G U S M(N) P E 
ThamnobryumρUcatulum B C V H U S 阪ZjP E Dolichomitla cy例bifoUa B C X G U S P 頁
Dolichomitra cymbifolia v. subinfegerrilno B D X G U S M(N) P E 
Lembophyllaceae Neoborbellaρilifera B C X I U S M P E 1 sothecium subdive1叫forme B C X(W) I U S M(N) P E 
Dolichomitrioρsis diversiformis B D X I U S M(N) P ][ 
Dolichomitriotsis crenulata B D x I U S(R) M(N) p(Q) E 
Hedwigiaceae Hedwigia ciliafa A C X I U S M P 車
Leucod抑制guchii * D X 日 U S 島f P E 
Leucodontaceae Leucodon exalta初s B C w 日 U S M(N) P E Leuc由加，saρorensis B C X H U S M(N) P E 
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which the segments develope into the initial organs， isnamed the second-division 
period. The period forming the initial tissues， isnamed the third-division period (see 
Table 3). 
In the first-division period (the period that forms the segments) the apical cel of the 
stem separates the segments into three directions. If these segments are namedI-l， II-l， 
III-l， 1-2， II-2 and III-2， inthe order formed， the segments 1-1， II-l and Iト1arrange 
themselves in triangular form this follows for the 1-・2，11-2， and III-2 segments too. 
The segment 1-2 is formed on top of the 1-1， the segment II-2 on top of the II-l， and 
the segment 111-2 on top of the 1II-1. The segments 1-1， 1-2， etc. are categorized as 
the segment 1 series， and in the same way， the segments II-l， II-2， are placed in the 
segment I series， and the segments III-l， 111-2， etc.， inthe segment III series. Due to 
the fact that the apical cel cuts the segments obliquely with three cutting planes on a 
spiral course， the mode of the cel division is called， "Drei geneigt geschnittenen 
Furchungsgeschichter-Typ (DGS). " 
In the second-division period (the period forming the initial organs)， the segment 
which has been divided twice obliquely and again divided transversely into large and 
small cells， iscomposed of five cells (the initial organs). Since in the ontogeny the 
segments are cut off in two directions. This mode of cel division is called "Zwei 
geneigt geschnittenen Furchungsgeschichter-Typ (ZGS)." The two top cells which are 
the initial leaf(AI-origin)， are bisymmetrical. The two cells in the middle part which 
are the initial epidermal layers (AII-origin)， are also bisymmetrical. The basal cel is 
the initial central tissue(B-origin). 
In the third-division period (the period forming the tissue) al the initial organs 
divided by a transverse section， form the initial tissues， that is， the AI-origin is divided 
into the AI-l and AI-2， the AII-origin into the AII-a and AII-b， and the B-origin into 
the BI and BII. 
The segment which is formed by the DGS mode of celJ division in the first-division 
period， separates obliquely into two A cells and a B cel by a series of two divisions in 
the earlier half of the second-division period. In the latter half of the second-division 
period the A cells are transversely divided into AI cells and AII cels. The AI cells 
appear to develop into a leaf， the AII cells into the cortical layers of the stem， and the 
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and BH-h cells_ Th己 BH--acell seems to be differentiated into a and 
the BH町 bcell i.nto a Thεstructure of the stem is an cortex， 
system， hyclromsheath system， and a hadr羽 .nsystemo Since the AH~b cel1 is 
divid己dinto and iUI -ib-2 ロe1'cort行 inthεmiddle stag;e of the 
forth-division the structur日 of the stem appears to shovヰア an ←-oute1' 
cu1'tex -. inne1' cortex -. 3heath - hadrom 合nt. 1n the 
laUer half of the forth-division th日BIand nH-h cells are divided 
into Bト1and BI-・2cells〆 nn-b凶-1and BH-b-2 transversεsections. The IH..-l 
cell 8eem3 to devア intoa the Bl-2 cell into a the BH -h ~ 1 cell 
into a hydroid， and thεBH由 b叩2;ceH into a stereido The interior structurで ofthe stem 
consists of 合rmi8，outer cortex， inner cortex， 
hydr¥oid， and a stereid. 
examined the the日t臼ηin
and made a detailed of the COH" 
ussueo He stated the : "The oJ thεcentral strand 
from the most central part of the segme口twhich are cut off from the ceJl" 
(日立BANT Judging from the above the initial cell of th日hydroid3eems 
to be the BH~b or BH吋lJ.olcells as shown in Table 30 He al80 stated the 引ln
the aerial stems of Dawsonia 1m吋gおetaandDoγich 0.1 these cells differentiate 
as hydroidso 1n the aerial stems of al thεotheτ0，J<，oU'<.0 oI Dawsouia O'le paτt only 
of the8e ceUs diffeIでntiatesinto hydroids;出eothεァs stereidア
Considering this sta-i一行m巴nt，it se己msthat the BH cell which al differentiates into 
1ロone
within derivahves 
from just below the level of the first which dividεs each seglnentプ
1976) "The OrigiH of the leptoids is in tbe ceHs 
the initial cell of the central which is delimited 
from the upper part of 
the first division of the 
segment." (目立BANT 1n this paper， the leptoids appear to from m orBI-l 
in Table 3. Through the observation of the stem of CII1naciu71'l t1号
AH-b cell seems to differentiate into a cortex 
the AH--g ceI! seems tοdifferentiate into an 
FREY'S ful is shown in THble 3固
On the concept of the 
tissue of Bryophyte'¥"In the present 
will be used whcn at least a strand of 
cal1ed "cxternaland 
On the ontogeny of a 
is present固 Identificationof tnlε strands 01 s日ctionsof either or fixed material is 
easy since their con8tituent elements are dead and empty when maturεAt this 
iτ1cntion !1l.ust a180 be made of the specialized elements dεvoid of 
which are found in such as 
Among 凶行 inl:eriorstructures oI th日stemthe conducting tissue must be one of the 
most However it is difficult to identify and 1:0 clearly define each 
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tissue stereid and sheath etc.) in aH because in 
certain (e. g. ~ρ A幻 each conducting tissue is in the process 
of development. It is also difficult to determine a between the 
tissue of and spenτlatophyte， It is necessary for research to shed on the 
of the behveen the tissues of and gameto. 
And that， the between the tissue 
of in bryophytεand in spermatophyte should be brought to light. However， 
mrεto the and first there are to be 50Jγed as to 
the of the tissue and the identification of the tissue. 
studies 01 the tissue of the gametophyte in Musci should 加 foundedon 
studies of the conducting tissue in thε 
wait too long for the system of the conducting tissue in the 
However， we cannot 
to be 
we have to do research into problems we are able to wrestle 
'l'1ith at the present stage of scIence. Perhaps one of these is to difinεthe 
essεntiai characteristics of tissues， 
the anatomical charact日risticshitherto obsen氾 d，the Iour items 
seern to show regularity : of the interior diffe児 ntiation(IU凶andPV四
in thickness betwe;さncellwalls of the central tis'cle and thos竺ofthe internal 
cortex and 皿;comparisol1 between of the cθntral tissue and that of 
the internal cortex (M ~ and and thickness of the cel walls of the central 
tissue (R~ and which are connected with division at the stage of 
the ontogenyo As one of the most important characteristics， the types of interior 
differentiation v{ere separated into six areas by KA W AIet IKEDA Since then a 
serIes of papers on the tissue of the stem in 匂hales H.EBAr'1T 
and in Climacium by KAWAI were made and have helped to 
some difficult points. The areas of division calJ for a revision in 1ight of 
this research : 
X-type: cortical layer - axial 
cortex -axial cylinder 
nトtype: 目mis-cortex - -hadrom 
IV -type: epidermis -cortex - sheath -hadrom 
V -type : -outer cortex - inner cortex - - hydrom sheath -
hadrom 
VI-type: epidermis - outer cortex - inner cortex - leptom 
でJmsheath -hydrom - stereom 
Affil.ity among th日g'ene.raof Meteoriaceae 
did research into the systematic of Met回 riaceae，and his 
rεsults. In thεpaper， he discussed the aHinitY'among the genera of Meteoriaceae， expre-
ssing an opinion concerning in some genera studied INouE and MOMll 
(1971)， NOGUCHI stated the れ toINouE and the karyotype of 
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Meteorium i8 derivεd from that of Flon:oundaria through that of 
the reduction and of medium-siz吋 chromosomes.Morphologically， Meieorium 
has differentiated from Floribundaria 呂longcourse of evolution." 
Anatomically too， the stem of jl;eteoriu1n differs great1y from that of FI07ibundaria. 
He also stated the on the among B没う'sisand 
Pseudobarbella: "晶げbellaand P5eudob丘-rbellaare 
that thεgenus most related to those two genera i.s ¥vhich differs slightly 
from Barbella by the recurvθd or and from Pseudobarbella the 
short setae." Anatomically， the stems of品n伽 laand havθa great deal in 
common vvith 制 chother¥However， the stem of Pseudobaγbella differs from those of 
品"lrbellaand N OGUCHl stated :“It should be noted 
which is closed rεlated to are and 
are re四 rdedas primitive." As stated thεstem of Metemium with a M-type 
may be more primitive than those of and 
to anatomical observation園
As in the above mentioned a of the affinity arnong the stems of 
each genus regarding the anatomical characteristics appears to be in accord with the 
NOGUCI-H-Syst叩 18.l1d INOUE-MOMU-system， but the rest may not bεso. All things 
considerεd， doesn't the anatomical affinity arnong the stems of Meteoriaceae 
have some relativity to the NOGUCHl-and 己m?
(3) Th♀ naturai ord昭ramong th骨 anaiCJmic:rnJcharact記risticsI)f the stem 
1八iestudied the cross sections of the stem of the eighteen families already obsθrved: 
Hypnacεae， 
Dicranaceae， Grimmiaceae， Polytrichaceae， CJimaciaceae， Fontinalaceae， 
Lembophyllaceae， Hedwigiaceae， Leucodontaceae， Pterobryaceae， Meteoriaceae and 
Trachypodiaceae. Out of the sketche3 30 far made public， we a180 examined the 
sketches of Plagiotheciaceae 1974)， SematophyilaceaεSEKI 
Hypnaceae (ANDO 1957， 19'13a，b，c， 1975)， Rhytidiaceae 1972)， 
Hylocomiaceae 1972)， Fabroniaceae n WATSUKl et S HARP Leskeaceae 
(N OGUCHT Thuidiaceae Hookeriaceae 1972， 19'75， ZANDER et 
Bartramiaceae (MATTERI 1968司
Orthotrkhaceae Dicranaceae (TAKAl王1
1962， IWATSUKI et SHARP 196'7)， Pottiac日ae ErpodiaceaeαGUCHi 1952)， 
Grimmiaceae (NOGUCHl 1974)， where we could determine ten of our demarcations. 
According to Tabl.e 4， the stems of almost al the genera except for a have 
many anatomical characteristics in common io the species belonging to a genus. The 
stems of almost al the families a180 have anatomical characteristics in common in the 
species belonging to a except for日 Fabroniaceae，Trachypo-
diaceae and Pottiaceae. Furthermore， some characteristics are found in commOl1 even 





H，eg羽l昌riτy~.rr1ong the anatomicaJ ch21racteristics of the steU"1 in the classificat10n system of 1vluscl 
一一一白d一er一一一アi謂 Family 一一 i Similarity Of genus I 8imil削除 of:fam日(;'enU6 Similaritv of orde[ 
T(IDm1f主君宜主主デ EntOlJ函
置 1直-P-N-R :l[-P-N-R 
PLAGIOTH.sCIACEAE 
Pl i1(Jiotheciu持番
lwp… J[-P-M 1501長uwygiatsis 1[--P-M(N)-R-T-I-V Clasfobryell詰 ]I-P--I'唯一S-U-H-W
ClastoTryu鰐 1[-P-M-S--1J 
Acrl)pot'i1~m ]1-P--jVl-S-U 









HYPNACEAE Taxithyll封筒 ]1-P“ UωC 直-P-M-U
Ptilit占的 !li -p-MCN)-U-R-X --0 
GoUania J[-P-M(N)-U 




YPOBRYALES EえHYτ'IDIF_CEAE Rhytidiu/i銘 lil-Q-NCM)-R-U一日-w]I-Q寸守CM)-R-U-H-¥可 IトUベp
JYlac叩 that時uu開 E-QP--IN d-(MS →)-リRー-t)-H-W 
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f=JiJohGFIOlうStS !]I -p-J¥-1-U-S-Y-I 
1品 stic知的弱FFF二:…-H「( i i 
S拘・時仰lJ:ア制=--!]JI-X:扇ヲ可可弔0'{51界ヨ二盟て十些L一一一一一一一一一__J
iHaρ仇持i郎君
Miら，Jabe認 II -P-M-UωS 
A.biefimlla 豆[-P-M-U-S-W-H
，Bou，[ava ]I-P-M-T]日S-W-H
.l~ryo持oguchia 十……!i可;[oc捌 iotsis I[-P-M-U-S-X-G Herpeti'j~e諮問符
2で士T顎主君主君主主~E しれitn，aciUrn li"':pよP4'(M)-:sごち二A I]I-P-手fClJjーぎさ守::'1:.• 
FONTINALACEAE 
l:<o持iinalis ]I-p-J:¥在 R-1]-註-:x ]I~P-I\1酌む-}I-又
，Dichely惣点 ]JI-P-主/I-S-1]-J:{-X
:症 P-.M-S-U-H-X
Bissefia 11-P-M-S -U-G-X 
H，ヨomuliode持dro持直-P-M-S-1]-I-X
l~EC!三ERACEAE Necl;;ε叩psis IlI-P-M-S-Tj-I 11ト P-]Vト SU~U
Necke7.(t !Il匂 P-:e唯一S..U-V-.I-X 
Pi持持afeUa 1m -P -M-S吋lj-I-X--
T ha'i!Z'nob-r;柑何 ][.~p ・lV[..S-U
ra !JlI-P-M(N)-S-(J.伺G-X
LEMBOPHYLLACEAE Neobaroella ~][ -p】 :M-S-U-I-X 1I[-p..)Vl:-S-U 
1 sothochitJ月]JI-P-M-S日U-1叩X
1lI. P-M-S-T]-X -D 
HEDWIGL~.CEAE 
LEUCODONTムCEAE ]I-P-M-S-lj-I_v， -PlI-P-M-S-U 
IlI-P-M-S-U-1-¥えr
PTEROBRYACEAE lvl yZf.ru;.')n !1[ -P戸 lvi-S-T)-1 
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N ext， itshould be considered VJhich characteristicsare in commoηamong rnore 
The characteristic described as the type of interior differentiation (IH-， IV-
and VI-typ四)in the stems of al g叩 era genera) i8 in common among the stems of 
the identical genus. The character匂ticsof whether the cel! vvalls of the cemral tissue 
are thicker as thick or thinner than those of the inlternal 
and whether cells of the central tissue are (L--type)， as ジ or
smaHer than those of the internal cortex， are found in common elmong the 
belonging to genus in almost al of the genera geロem)固.Andthe 
characterlstics or whεther cells of the central tissu日are or 10t 
日mdvi1hether cells of the are 1 
are found in cmnmon in 3. fairly number of genera n四一123 1n 
almost a1 of the families th巴 stexns01 the to an identical 
have the same type of interior diiferentiatiol1， The stems of 1WJ.ny farniHes 11aγe 
the characteristics thεthicknとSSof the cell wails of the central tissue (P，Q，R 
and and oI the ('1 and 1U)， and con心erningthεcell-size the cen~ral tissue 
and which are in commヮnamong the spεdes to a The stems in 
thε~ order show the same tendency as in the family， that is， the common charヨcteristic8
are IH.IV， CUP，Q-types， and T.U-types. Th2 
anatornical characteristlcs in日achorder also show thεsame as in the 
As仁liscussむd in many genera， fami:ies町 andorders， the st巴rnsof the species 
to a1 identica:l genus， 
characteristics of 必ら ILS-typε:3and T 
research心ncoordination among 1matmnical charactεristics and on thθontogeny 
of the stem， we should Iike to discover the essential charactげ istics.As we are stil at 8n 
stage il1 Olir rnany 1110rθex[川崎町lcntsshouldbe :nade until th日systematic
can be considered to be in with essential anatornical characteristics。
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Plate I Cr055 sections of the stem 
Figo 1-6: Dichelyma japonicu1n CARDo X 240 
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Plate H Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6: Fontinalis hypnoides HARTM. X 360 
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Plate II Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6 : Hed:制説。 ciliafa(HEDW.) EHRH. x 240 
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Plate IV Cross s日ctionsof the stem 
Fig. ]-6: Do.めりJaponicaLAC. X 240 
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Plate V Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6 : Leucodon exaltatus C. MUELL. X 240 
Systematic Studi俗 011the Conducting Ti・S5舵 0/the Gametophyte 235 
Plate VI Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6: Leucodo抑 noguchiiIWATS. )( 240 
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Plate VII Cross sectioi1s of the stem 
Fig. 1-6: Leucodon sa妙orertSisBESCH. x 240 
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Plate VIII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6:励dhiellaflaccida (CARD.) BROTH. X 360 
238 
Pldt記 IX Cross sections of the stem 
Fig固 1-3: Duthiella s陣 iosisirnaBROTH. )( 360 
A ・Outerpart of the stem 
B:(二世ntralpart of the stem 
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Plda X Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3:品tthiellas戸ciosissimaBROTH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
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Piate Xln Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Trach.沙2;1$bicalor良ElNW.色tHORNSCH. )( 360 
A : Outer part of the st叩 1
B : Central part of the st母m
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Plat日XIV Cross sections 01 the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Trachytus bicolor R.EINW. et HORNSCH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of th日stem
243 
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Pl"，te XV Cross sections of the st巴111
Fig. 1-8: Trachyfxl/I，s 押zilisLlNDB. x 360 
主将terna!:icStudies on tlze Condt.ιc!ing 'T'isょ oflheGa叫 etothyte
Plat巴XVI Crosssecticns of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Ca仰to.theciu'J1ョhuoiari(MITT.) BROTH. )< 360 
l¥. : Ol1t巴rpart of th母stem
B : CentraJ part of the stem 
2J，5 
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Plate XVH Cross s世ctionsof th正stem
Figo 1-3 Calyptotracium hoo初ri(IVJJTT.) BROTH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the 抗告m
B : Central part of th巴st巴m
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Plate XVIII Cross sections of the st巴m
Fig. 1-3:白砂totheciumu1^villeanum (c. MUELL.) BROTH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of th邑stelTI
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S}stema!"u' Studies 011 the Conducting Tissue of the Gametophyte 24ヲ
Plate XX Cross s日ctionsof the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Myurio戸'sissinica (MITT，) NOG. )( 360 
A: Out配rpart of十hest日m
B : Central part of tl1巴 stem
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Plate xxn C1"OSS sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6: 1⑫urium assimile (BROTH.) SEKI X 360 
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Plate XXIII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-6: Myuriumfト-agile(CARD.) BROTH. x 360 
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Phte XXJV Cross fi己こtionsof the stem 
Fig. 1-~~ : Pte-robryzu卸 arbl必culaMITT. x 360 
A : Outer part of the st巴m




Plate XXV Cross sections of thεstεm 
Fig.1-3。月erobryun包arbuscuよaMITT. x360 
A: Out号rpart of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
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Plate XXVI Cross s告dionsof the 抗告m
Fig. 1-4: Aerobη1l1n1五戸εαosumDOZ 邑t乱10IK. x 360 
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Plate XXVIII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-2 : Bar-bella flagellifera (CARD.) NOG. X 360 
Fig. 3-6: Ba;cbella eneJ'vis (THWAIT. et MlTT.) FL. )( 360 
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Plate XXIX Cross sedions of th日stem
Fig. 1~2 号此，rbeìla enervis (THW A!T. et MI廿)FL. )( 360 
Fig. 3~6 : Barbella 抑dula(SULL.iFL. x 360 
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Plate XXX Cross sections of the stem 
Fig.1-2・Barbel1a戸endula(SULL.)FL. )( 360 
Fig.3-4・Chrysocladiz仰 1retrorsu附 (MlTT.)FL. X 360 
A: Out己rpart of the stem 
B: (二日ntralpaτt of th号stern
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P!at日XXXI Cross sections of the stεm 
Fig. 1-3: Chrysodadium retrorsum (!¥IITT.) FL. x 360 
A:O叫ん日roart of 命日日tem
B:C在日tralpart of th巴stem
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Plate XX.XII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3 : Fioribu抑dariaβoribuηda(I)()Z. et rぱOLK.)FL. )( 360 
A : Outer part of the stεm 
B向 CentraIpart of the抗告m
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Plate XXXIII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Floribundari・aflori・何時da(ooz.巴tMOIK.) FL. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
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Plate XXXIV Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Floribu河daηaaurea (MITT.l BROTH. ssp. nf戸'tonica(NOG.) NOG. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the st巴m
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Plate XXXV Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Floribu叩dariaaurea (MITT.) BROTH. ssp. n仰onica(NOG.) NOG. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
ミ~Isie'frtafic Studiお 011the Conduc!ing Tissuc 0/ the Garneio戸hytc
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Plate XXXVI Crcss S'2ctions of the stem 
Fig. 1: Floげ;/加!dariaaurea (MITT.) BROTH. ssp. niptonica NOG. 
A: Out邑rpart of th日st己汀1
B: Centτa1 part of the stem 
Fig. 2-5 : T70ηbundaria tseudofloribunda FL. X 360 
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PlatεXXXVH Cross sections of th芭5t号m
Fig. 1-2: Floribundaria pseudじり([oribu向daFL. x 360 
Fig. 3-6: Meteorioβsis reclinata (C l¥lUELL.) FL. x 360 
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Plate XXXVIII Cross sections of th邑stem
Fig. 1-2: Meteoriopsis reclinaia (C. MUELL.) FL. X 360 
Fig. 3-6 : Meieo内側zbucharw.nii ssp. helmi河thoeladium(CARD.) NOG. X 360 
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Plate XL Crvss sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-2.: Meteorium buchananii v. cu砂idatum(OKAM.iNOG. >< 360 
Fig. 3-6 : Mcteorium miquelia見附日(c.MUELL) F1. >< 360 
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Plate XLI Cross sections of thξstem 
Fig. 1-2: Meteoriu例 miquelianum(c. MUELL.) FL. X 360 
Fig. 3-6: Pseudobaγbella attenuata (THWAIT. et MlTT.) NOG. x 360 
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Plate XLH Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-2: Pseudobarbella attenuata (THWAlT. et MlTT) NOG. x 360 
Fig.3-6・Pseudobarbellalevieri (REN. et CARD.) NOG. x 360 
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Plate XLHI Cross sections of the stem 
Figo 1-2: Pseudobarbeila levieri (REN. et CARD.) NOG. x 360 
Figo 3-6 . Bissetia lingulata (MlTn BROTH. x 360 
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Plate XLIV Cross sections of the stem 
Fig.1-2・Bissetialingulata (l¥1ITT.) BROTH. x 360 
Fig. 3-6 : liomaiiadeljJhω ta;/gio月i仰郎 (MlTT.)D!x. et P. VARD. x 360 
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P12lte XL V Cross sεctions of the st日m
Fig. 1-2: Homaliadelph拡slargio符ianus(1VI1γL) mx. et P. VARD. x 360 
Fig. 3-4: l-lomaliodendr，四 sωlpeiiifolium(jIJJ:lTT.) FL. x 360 
A: Out日 partof the stem 
B : Central part of the st巴m
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Plate XL VI Cross sections of th告st邑m
Fig， 1-3: Ho持協liod旨ndro時 scaltellifolium(IvllTT) FL. x 360 
A: Outer 呂rtuf the stem 
B : Central oart of the stem 
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Plate XL vn Cross sections of the st邑m
Fig. 1 : Homaíiodeη 河 scalþelt~foliμ(MlTT.) F~. x 360 
Fig. 2-3 : lVec.ke'YQ boァ-ealis~JOG. )( 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central vart of the st巴r日
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Piate XLIX Cross sections of the st日m
Fig. 1 : Neckera borealis r.ゆG， x 360 
A: Out巴rpart of th日stenl
B : Central part of the st巴n1
Fig. 2-5: 1¥Techera flexiramea CARD. x 360 
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Plate L Cross sections of th告stern
Fig. 1-2: Neckera flex抑制ωCARD. x 360 
Fig. 3-4 : Neclanz humilis MITT. X 360 
A : Outer TJart of the stεm 
B : Central part of the st日立1
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Flate LI Cross sεctiollS of the stem 
Figo 1-3 : Necl1em hu削除 MITT， x360 
A: Out巴rpai't of the stern 
B : Centrai part of the stem 
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Plate LIII Cross sections of the stem 
FI豆.]-2 Neck行 G 例urataeNOG. X 360 
Fig. 3-5: Neckera tennata HEDW. >( 360 
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Plat日LIV Cross sections of the stεm 
Fig. 1-2 : Neckem tennata HEDW. x 360 
Fig. 3-6: NeckeTI1伽 'SilaM!TT. x 360 
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P!ate L V Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. ]-2・NeckeraρlVflTT. x 360 
Fig. 3-4 : Neckera yezo側 BESCH. x 36s 
A : Outer pmt of ti犯 srem
B: Centra!ロ8rtof the stem 
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Plate L VI Cross sections of the stem . 
Fig. 1-3: Neckera戸'zoanaBESCH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
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Plate L VII Cross sections of th日stelTI
Fig. 1 : Neckera yezoa釘~a BESCH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem. 
Fig. 2-5 : Nmおropsiscalcicola NOG. x 360 
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Plate L VIII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-2: Neckero，声合calcicolaNOG. X 360 
Fig. 3-6 : Neckeropsis nitidula (MITT.) FL. X 360 
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Plate LXV Cross sections of the stem 
Fig， 1: 1及。Y'1t向。brytよ制plicatulu附 (LAC，) IWATS， )( 360 
A: Outer pa了tof the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
Fig， 2-5: ThanzηobrjNlm sandei (BESCH，) IW ATS， )( 240 
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Plate LXVI CroS5 sections of the st芭m
Fig. 1-2: Tham向。bry.μmsandei (BESCH.) IW A TS. X 3240 
Fig. 3-6: Th抑制wbryumsandei v.の押zbifolium(CARD.) NOG. et lWATS. X 360 
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Plate LXVII Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-2: 1及。mnobηumsandei v.の抑zbifolium(CARD.) NOG. et IWATS. x 360 
Fig. 3-6 : Dolichomitraの明bifolia(LINDB.) BROTH. x 360 
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PlatεLxvm Cross sections of th芭stern
Fig. 1 : Dolic}zo附itraιγmbzMia(LINDB.) BROTK X 360 
Fig. 2-3 : DolicJ，ょo'J1lzitracyr;zbぴolωv.su})'iru'.l弓gernl河'sOKAlVL 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B:C邑ntralpart of th己stem
¥360 
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Plate LXIX Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Dolicho明 itraの明bifoliav. subintegerrima OKAM. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B: Central part of the stem 
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Plate LXX Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1 : Dolichomitra伊 nbifoliav. subintegerrima OKAM. X 360 
Fig. 2-3 : Dolichomitrioμis crenulata OKAM. X 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
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Plat巴LXXI Cross sections of the stem 
Fig， 1~3: Dolichomitriotsis crenulata OKANL )( 350 
A: Outer part of th巴抗告白1
B : Central D2lrt of the stem 
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Plate LXXII Cross sections of the stem 
Flg. 1 : Dolichomitrio戸iscrenulata OKAM. x 360 
Fig. 2-3: Dolichomitriopsis diversifon何台 (MITT.)NOG. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central part of the stem 
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Plat巴LXXIII Cross Siεctions oI the ste立1
Fig. 1-3: Dolichomit:rio戸'sisdiversijち:rmis(lVIlTT.) NOG. X 360 
1'. : Outer part of the st巴m
B : Central part of th邑stem
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Plaほ LXXIV Cross e，ections of the stem 
Fig. 1 : Dolichomiおおpsisdiversiformis (r山TT.)NOG. )( 360 
Fig. 2-4 : Isotheciun-z subdiverszfoア附eBROTH. く360
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Central oart of th日stem
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Plate LXXV Cross sections of the stem 
Fig. 1-3: Isothecium subdiversifonne BROTH. x 360 
A : Outer part of the stem 
B : Ceritral part of the stem 
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